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Background. Heterogeneity of prostate carcinoma is one of
the reasons for pretreatment underestimation of tumor ag-
gressiveness. We studied tumor heterogeneity and the prob-
ability of finding the highest tumor grade and DNA aneu-
ploidy with relation to the number of biopsies.

Material and methods. Specimens simulating core biop-
sies from five randomly selected tumor areas from each of 16
Böcking’s grade II and 23 grade III prostate carcinomas were
analyzed for tumor grade and DNA ploidy by flow- and fluo-
rescence image cytometry (FCM, FICM). Cell cycle compo-
sition was measured by FCM.

Results. By determination of ploidy and cell cycle compo-
sition, morphologically defined tumors can further be subdi-
vided. Heterogeneity of tumor grade and DNA ploidy (FCM)
was 54% and 50%. Coexistence of diploid tumor cells in ane-
uploid specimens represents another form of tumor hetero-
geneity. The proportion of diploid tumor cells decreased sig-
nificantly with tumor grade and with increase in the fraction
of proliferating cell of the aneuploid tumor part. The prob-
ability of estimating the highest tumor grade or aneuploidy
increased from 40% for one biopsy to 95% for 5 biopsies
studied. By combining the tumor grade with DNA ploidy, the
probability of detecting a highly aggressive tumor increased
from 40% to 70% and 90% for one and two biopsies, respec-
tively.

Conclusion. Specimens of the size of core biopsies can be
used for evaluation of DNA ploidy and cell cycle compo-
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sition. Underestimation of aggressiveness of prostate carci-
noma due to tumor heterogeneity is minimized by simulta-
neous study of the tumor grade and DNA ploidy more than
by increasing the number of biopsies. The biological signif-
icance of coexistent diploid tumor cell in aneuploid lesions
remains to be evaluated.
Keywords: Tumor heterogeneity, histopathological grade,
DNA ploidy, S-phase, prostate cancer

1. Introduction

Ultrasound guided core biopsy as well as fine nee-
dle aspiration biopsy techniques have widespread use
in the pretreatment diagnosis of prostate carcinoma.
From comparative studies of core biopsies and the
specimens from prostatectomy there is known to be a
substantial risk of underestimating the tumor aggres-
siveness by core biopsies [3,8,25,31]. Tumor hetero-
geneity is one of the main reasons. In order to in-
crease the accuracy of the clinical pretreatment evalua-
tion, prostate “mapping” by systematic biopsies is fre-
quently used both for the assessment of tumor extent
and identification of high grade tumors [11,21].

Tumor heterogeneity can be found in different foci
of multifocal lesions or within the same tumor area.
This has been demonstrated by studies of morphol-
ogy, DNA ploidy and chromosomal alterations [16,22,
23,28,30,37,43]. DNA ploidy in prostate carcinomas
has been extensively studied and has been found to
provided prognostic information independent of histo-
logic grade and tumor stage [27,36,44]. Gross chro-
mosomal aberrations as expressed by DNA aneuploidy
correlates with poor survival of patients with prostate
carcinoma [1,4,7,10,12,27,29,36,44]. In the present in-
vestigation we studied the heterogeneity of prostate
carcinoma by histopathologic and DNA cytometric
techniques.

Based on the results from the study of five randomly
selected tumor areas and the overall tumor evaluation
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at the occasion of diagnosis, we calculated the proba-
bility of detecting the highest degree of tumor aggres-
siveness by the numbers of specimens and by combin-
ing the results of the morphological evaluation with the
results of DNA cytometry.

2. Material and methods

Archival specimens from 39 adenocarcinomas of
the prostate were included in this study. All tumors
were T2 or T3 tumors according to the 1992 TNM
system [32]. Cell material was obtained after radical
prostatectomy (n = 16) and after transurethral re-
section of prostate (n = 23). The specimens were
fixed in buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin.
The mean storage time of the blocks was 34 months
(3 to 76 months) before DNA determination. After de-
termination of the tumor grade from the initial over-
all evaluation, the grade from five randomly selected
tumor areas was evaluated separately. From these ar-
eas small pieces about of the size of punch biopsies
and, thus, simulating these were excised for determina-
tion of DNA ploidy and cell cycle analysis. Specimens
from the pooled rest of the tumor areas and from a non-
tumor area as a control were also analyzed. The median
age of the patients was 71 years (range 55–83 years).

2.1. Histological grading

The tumor grade was evaluated according to the
classification of Böcking et al. [6] by one of us (A.B.).
This grading system combines the observations of his-
tological growth pattern with nuclear anaplasia. Four
growth patterns were distinguished: well differenti-
ated, poorly differentiated, cribriform, and solid un-
differentiated classified as 1, 2, 3 and 4. The nuclear
anaplasia of the cells was classified as mild, moder-
ately and marked indicated as 1, 2 and 3. The two were
combined into scores. Combined scores 2 and 3 cor-
respond to grade I, 4 and 5 to grade II and 6 and 7 to
grade III. The highest grade of the primary evaluation
was used as the reference for the comparison with that
from the selected tumor areas.

2.2. DNA flow cytometry and fluorescence image
cytometry

2.2.1. Preparation and staining of cell nuclei
Preparation of the cell nuclei was carried out as de-

scribed previously [20,42]. Briefly, each specimen was

put into a bag of nylon mesh, deparaffinized, rehydro-
genated and incubated for 1/2 hr at 37◦C in 1 ml so-
lution of Subtilisin Carlsberg (0.1% Sigma protease
XXIV, 0.1 M Tris buffer, 0.07 M NaCl, pH 7.2). Sus-
pensions of cell nuclei were stained by directly adding
1 ml of DAPI solution (10µM DAPI in 800 mM
disodium-hydrogenphosphate). Before measuring the
DNA content of the nuclei, the suspensions of cell nu-
clei were inspected microscopically in order to control
adequate and good quality of the cell material. The ma-
jority of the suspension was used for DNA flow cytom-
etry. A small part of the suspension was also dropped
on slides for fluorescence measurement by image cy-
tometry.

2.2.2. Flow cytometry
The cell nuclei were analyzed with a PAS II flow

cytometer (Partec, Münster, Germany). For cell cy-
cle analysis, the sliced nuclei option for background
subtraction of the Multicycle program (Version 3.0,
Phoenix Flow System, San Diego, CA, USA) was
used. DNA histograms with a single peak were clas-
sified as diploid. Histograms with a distinct additional
peak, containing at least 5% of the cell material with
a corresponding G2+ M peak, were classified as ane-
uploid [33]. A tetraploid histogram was assumed to
be present when the proportion of tetraploid cells ex-
ceeded 6% which was the mean+ 3 standard devi-
ations (2.0%+ 3 × 1.1%) of the G2/M cells found
in 37 controls. The range of tetraploidy was 3.8 to
4.2c, which was 3 times beyond the standard devia-
tion (0.06c) of the G2/G1 ratio found in the 37 con-
trols. Non-tetraploid aneuploid histograms, thus, were
considered for the DNA histograms with peaks outside
the diploid and tetraploid ranges. The degree of DNA
ploidy of the non-tetraploid aneuploid histograms was
calculated in relation to the 2c peak. For estimation
of the S-phase fraction in tumors with multiple ane-
uploid cell populations, the average S-phase value of
the different aneuploid cell populations was calculated
if these cell populations were present in an individual
specimen. The coefficient of variation (CV) was cal-
culated from the Gaussian distributed shape of the G1
peaks.

2.2.3. Fluorescence image cytometry
The system for fluorescence image cytometry has

been described previously [42]. Briefly, an epi-illumi-
nation fluorescence microscope was used, equipped
with a 40× dry objective and a 100 W mercury arc
lamp and the filter block for DAPI fluorescence mea-
surement (excitation light filter with transmission be-
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tween 340 nm and 380 nm, a beam-splitting mirror
with the edge at 400 nm, and a barrier filter with the
edge at 430 nm). The fluorescence intensity was mea-
sured with a single chip CCD camera (VI-470, Op-
tronics Engineering, Goleta, CA, USA) in combination
with the Ahrens Cytometry Analysis System (ACAS
version 5.00, Bargteheide/Hamburg, Germany). Usu-
ally more than two hundred identified nuclei were ran-
domly measured in each sample. As reference stan-
dard normal granulocytes, lymphocytes and fibroblasts
were used.

A diploid DNA histogram was considered when
a single peak was found in the DNA ploidy range
1.8c–2.2c according to the reference cells and when
the proportion of tetraploid cells was less than 8%
(mean+ 3 × SD of the controls). The percentage of
G2/M cells from 24 diploid non-tumor controls was
2.1±1.9% (mean±SD). If the percentage of tetraploid
cells (DNA ploidy 3.6–4.4c), which was in agreement
with the recommendations of ESACP consensus for
DNA image cytometry [18] exceeded 8% the DNA his-
togram was classified as tetraploid. In non-tetraploid
aneuploid DNA histograms, the G1 peak of the non-
tetraploid aneuploid cell populations was related to the
diploid reference cells. In order to reach conformity
between FCM and FICM in the terminology of DNA
ploidy, we used in this study “diploid” and “tetraploid”
instead of “peridiploid” and “peritetraploid” as recom-
mended for the terminology of absorption image cy-
tometry [18].

2.3. Statistical analyses

Mean values± SD were calculated and used in
the text. For evaluation of differences, non-parametric
Mann–Whitney and Chi-square tests were used. Ap-
value less than 0.05 was considered statistically sig-
nificant. Based on the probability theorem [5], the
probability of correct estimation of tumor grade by
the number of randomly selected specimens was esti-
mated from the percentage of the agreement between
the results of the primary evaluation and those from
the five specimens. For assessment of the probabil-
ity of correct detection of tetraploid and non-tetraploid
aneuploid tumors, the results from the randomly se-
lected specimens were compared with those from the
pooled remaining tumor material. For the calculation
of the probability of the tumor aggressiveness based
on histopathologic grade and DNA ploidy together, the
tumor grade and DNA ploidy were assumed to be mu-
tually independent events. The reciprocal regression

analysis was used for the percentage of DNA diploid
tumor cells in non-diploid specimens in relation to the
percentage of S+ G2/M cells of the non-diploid tu-
mor. The logarithmic fit was applied for the regression
evaluation of the probabilities of observed results by
increase number of specimens.

The chance to find a tumor-characterizing feature
(poorest histological grade or non-tetraploid aneu-
ploidy, etc.) in a heterogeneous tumor can theoretically
be described by binomial distributions:

If

pn,m =

(
n
m

)
pm(1− p)n−m (1)

with

p, probability of occurrence for an event (poorest
grade) in one test,
n, number of test,
m, number of “events”

then

n∑
i=1

pn,m = 1−pn,0 (2)

and according to (1) and (2) with(
n
0

)
= 1 and

(
p
0

)
= 1

= 1− 1× 1× (1− p)n. (3)

It is evident that one can calculate the probability of
occurrence of such a feature inn test (samples), if the
probability of occurrencep in one sample is known.
To analysis the relationship between observed results
and theoretically calculated ones, the linear regression
evaluation was used.

3. Results

3.1. Heterogeneity of tumor grade

Five tumor specimens together with non-tumor con-
trol areas from each of 39 prostate carcinomas were
histopathologically reevaluated. There were 16 tumors
of grade II, and 23 of grade III according to the primary
evaluation.
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Fig. 1. Histopathological evaluation of five randomly selected tumor parts (circles) from 39 patients with prostate carcinoma. Numbers indicate
specimens with the same score values. Filled diamonds indicate results from the primary overall evaluation. Score 2+ 3 = Grade I; 4+ 5 =
Grade II and 6+ 7 = Grade III.

An overview of the individual scores and tumor
grades of the randomly selected tumor areas together
with the highest score and grade at the primary evalua-
tion is shown in Fig. 1. In order to quantify the degree
of heterogeneity of the tumor grade the differences be-
tween the scores found in the five randomly selected
specimens and the highest score of the primary evalu-
ation were summed up. For example, the score of the
primary evaluation was 5 in patient No. 16. Two speci-
mens from this tumor had a score of 3 (2× 2 different
degrees), one a score of 2 (3 different degrees) and two
a score of 5 (no different). Thus, the degree of hetero-
geneity of the tumor grade was 7.

The mean degree of heterogeneity was 2.3 (range 0–
6) in the four tumors with score 4, 2.4 (range 0 to 7)
in the 12 tumors with score 5, 3.0 (range 0 to 8) in six
tumors with score 6, and 3.5 (range 0–12) in the 16 tu-
mors with score 7. The degree of histopathological tu-
mor heterogeneity was independent of the tumor score
(p = 0.91). Considering tumor grade from the com-
bined scores, 44% of the 16 grade II tumors and 61%
of the 23 grade III tumors revealed heterogeneity (Chi-
square,p = 0.29). In total, 54% of the 39 prostate car-
cinomas displayed morphological tumor heterogeneity
according to the evaluation of the three-category tumor
grade.

3.2. Heterogeneity of DNA ploidy

3.2.1. Non-tumor controls
Thirty-seven of 39 non-malignant control areas ac-

cording to histopathology were found to be diploid by
both FCM and FICM. In one morphologically benign
specimen a non-tetraploid aneuploid DNA pattern was
found by both methods, in another one 70% of the cells
were DNA tetraploid according to FICM.

3.2.2. Determination of DNA ploidy by FCM
Histograms from 229 of 234 tumor specimens (98%)

could be evaluated. The mean CV of these speci-
mens was 4.6± 1.2. Five specimens from one tu-
mor with CVs> 8.0% were excluded. According to
the results of 38 tumors in which pooled tumor ma-
terial was available, 11 of 38 (29%) tumors were
DNA-diploid, 13 (34%) tetraploid, and 14 (37%) non-
tetraploid aneuploid. Six of the non-tetraploid aneu-
ploid tumors were multiple aneuploid (multiple non-
tetraploid or tetraploid and non-tetraploid aneuploid).
Figure 2 shows the heterogeneity of DNA ploidy in
the various specimens of each tumor. Eleven tumors
were diploid in all specimens. Diploid specimens were
found in 6 out of 11 tetraploid tumors. Among the
17 tumors with at least one non-tetraploid aneuploid
specimen, three had the same ploidy value in all 5 spec-
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Fig. 2. DNA ploidy of five randomly selected tumor parts from 39 patients with prostate carcinoma as measured by DNA-flow cytometry.
Numbers indicate specimens with the same ploidy values. Diploid (!), tetraploid without octoploid cells (e), tetraploid with octoploid cells (P),
non-tetraploid aneuploid (E), pooled cell material (2). Dot lines indicate the tetraploid range.

imens, 6 had additional tetraploid specimens and 6 had
different aneuploid cell populations. In one case, the
pooled cell material was non-tetraploid aneuploid but
all 5 randomly selected specimens were diploid. In
another tumor, only one sample was available which
was non-tetraploid aneuploid. The pooled cell mate-
rial from the tumors corresponded to at least one cell
population of the randomly selected specimens except
in the one case already mentioned. Totally, 143 of the
229 specimens contained non-diploid cell populations.
Mean proportion of non-diploid cells per specimen
was 53.8% (range 9.1–98.1%). Heterogeneity of DNA
ploidy was found in 19 of 38 (50%) tumors.

3.3. Cell cycle analysis by FCM

The cell cycle composition could be evaluated in
31 of 39 DNA diploid controls and 187 of 229 tumor
specimens, depending on the quality of the DNA his-
tograms. The S-phase and G2/M fraction of the con-
trol specimens was 2.1± 1.1% and 2.0± 1.1%, re-
spectively. Figure 3 shows the variation of S-phase val-
ues in the different tumor specimens. Obviously, the
intratumor variation of S-phase fractions was less than
the intertumor variation. The S-phase fraction from the
pooled tumor material deviated in only a few cases
from the randomly selected specimens. Most of the

tetraploid tumor specimens had S-phase values as low
as diploid tumor ones, and the means, 3.2± 2.5%
and 2.7± 2.0%, respectively, did not differ from each
other (p = 0.21). The mean S-phase fraction of non-
tetraploid aneuploid specimens 5.5± 2.4% was signifi-
cantly higher than those from the diploid and tetraploid
specimens (p < 0.001 andp < 0.001, respectively).
Seven out of 11 tetraploid tumors contained almost no
octoploid G2/M cells, and these tumors had generally
very low S-phase values. Thus, these tumors could also
be classified as diploid with G2/M arrest. It can be also
noted that diploid tumors may have S-phase values as
high as non-tetraploid aneuploid tumors, but also non-
tetraploid aneuploid tumor may have low S-phase val-
ues not different from the diploid ones. All together,
13 tumors had S-phase values exceeding 6% (mean+
3 SD of non-tumor controls) considered to be high, and
11 of them were of grade III or non-tetraploid aneu-
ploid.

3.4. DNA ploidy and cell cycle composition in
relation to tumor grade

DNA ploidy as measured by FCM is related to the
results of histopathology in Fig. 4. The proportion of
diploid lesions decreased significantly from 100% in
grade I (score 2 or 3) lesions, to 74% and 43% in grade
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Fig. 3. S-phase fraction of five randomly selected tumor parts from 31 patients with prostate carcinoma. Diploid (!), tetraploid without octoploid
cells (e), tetraploid with octoploid cells (P), non-tetraploid aneuploid (E), pooled cell material (2).

Fig. 4. Relationship between DNA-ploidy and histopathological score of malignancy in 229 specimens from 39 prostate carcinomas.

II (score 4 or 5) lesions, and 6% and 14% in grade III
(score 6 or 7) lesions (Chi-square test,p < 0.0001).
The change from the diploid to non-diploid lesions in
grade II was mainly due to an increase of tetraploid le-
sions in score 5 specimens. Regarding the distribution
of ploidy in grade III lesions, there was no difference
between score 6 and 7 and various non-diploid speci-
mens.

No difference of the fractions of S-phase and G2/M
was found between grade I and grade II specimens, the
means of which were 2.3± 1.3% and 1.7± 1.1% for
grade I, and 2.8± 2.1% and 2.3± 1.9% for grade
II, respectively (p = 0.88 andp = 0.45). The frac-
tions of S-phase and G2/M of grade III tumor sample
were 4.8± 2.7% and 3.4± 2.8%, they were signif-
icantly higher than those of grade I and II specimens
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Table 1

Histogical grade as related to DNA ploidy, S-phase- and G2 fraction in 225 specimens from 39 prostate carcinomas (n = number)

Benign and Diploid Tetraploid Aneuploid

tumor grade n S-phase, % G2, % n S-phase, % G2, % n S-phase, % G2, %

Benign 31 2.1± 1.1 2.0± 1.1

Grade

I 13 2.3± 1.3 1.7± 1.1

II 58 2.5± 1.9 2.6± 1.4 19 2.4± 1.9 0.9± 1.6 13 4.8± 2.1 3.7± 2.6

III 12 4.8± 2.3 4.2± 1.9 32 3.5± 2.7 2.3± 2.1 47 5.7± 2.4 4.0± 3.1

Fig. 5. DNA ploidy of five randomly selected tumor parts from 31 patients with prostate carcinoma as measured by DNA-fluorescence image
cytometry. Numbers indicate specimens with the same score values. Diploid (!), tetraploid without octoploid cells (e), tetraploid with octoploid
cells (P), non-tetraploid aneuploid (E), pooled cell material (2), tumor specimens. Dot lines indicate the diploid and tetraploid ranges.

(p < 0.0001 andp = 0.002). The mean S-phase frac-
tion of non-tetraploid aneuploid specimens 5.5± 2.4%
was significantly higher than those from the diploid
and tetraploid specimens (p < 0.001 andp < 0.001).
The relationship between tumor grade and S-phase and
G2/M fraction of diploid and non-diploid specimens is
also shown in Table 1. The increase of the S-phase-
and G2/M fraction in diploid lesions was significantly
related to tumor grade (p = 0.003 andp = 0.0005).
In tetraploid specimens only the G2/M fraction but
not the S-phase fraction increased significantly (p =

0.0008). There was neither a difference of S-phase or
G2/M fraction between non-tetraploid aneuploid grade
II and grade III lesions (p = 0.39 andp = 0.44), nor
between diploid and non-diploid grade III lesions.

3.5. Determination of DNA ploidy by FICM

There were 165 of 234 tumor specimens (31 of 39
tumors) available for DNA-FICM analysis. The results
shown in Fig. 5 are almost the same as those shown
in Fig. 2 from FCM measurements. Due to a broader
range for tetraploidy, the number of tetraploid speci-
mens was higher than that found by FCM. Thirteen of
the 31 (42%) tumors revealed DNA heterogeneity by
FICM.

3.6. Determination of DNA diploid tumor cells in
aneuploid tumors

One of the advantages of the measurement by im-
age cytometry over DNA flow cytometry, is the pos-
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sibility to identify and to quantify diploid tumor cells.
Diploid tumor cells in tetraploid or non-tetraploid ane-
uploid tumors disclosed a further type of tumor hetero-
geneity not yet discussed. Figure 6 shows as an exam-
ple various proportions of diploid tumor cells in the 6
specimens of a tetraploid tumor. There is a relationship
between the amount of diploid cells as measured by
FCM, and diploid tumor cells as identified by FICM,
however, the proportion of diploid tumor cells can not
be quantified by one-parametric DNA FCM. A median
value of 14% diploid tumor cells was found by FICM
in 97 tetraploid or non-tetraploid aneuploid specimens
ranging between 0 and 79% (Table 2). The proportion
of diploid tumor cells was found significantly higher
in tetraploid tumors than in non-tetraploid ones (p =
0.05) and higher in grade II tumors than in grade III
ones (p = 0.04).

If we assume that the proliferation rate of the ane-
uploid tumor part of a tumor is higher than that of
the diploid tumor part, a decrease in the proportion
of diploid tumor cells with increase of proliferation
of the aneuploid tumor part can be expected. Such an
assumption is supported by data shown in Fig. 7, in
which the increase in the proportion of S+ G2/M cells
as measured by FCM in tetraploid and non-tetraploid
aneuploid tumors is significantly related to the de-
crease in the proportion of diploid tumor cells. Simi-
lar results were found when only S-phase values were
measured or S+ G2/M fractions were measured by
FICM.

3.7. Probability of detecting the highest degree of
malignancy by number of specimens

The degree of correct determination of the tumor
grade was calculated from the agreement between the
results of the five randomly selected specimens and the
result of the overall primary evaluation. The probabil-
ity increased from about 45% when only one specimen
was studied up to 97% when all five specimens were
evaluated (Fig. 8). There was no difference between
grade II and grade III tumors.

Corresponding calculations were performed for
DNA ploidy to detect tetraploid or non-tetraploid ane-
uploid cell populations in one of the specimens relative
to the pooled remaining tumor material (Fig. 9). The
probability to find a DNA tetraploid or non-tetraploid
aneuploid tumor increased from about 40% by one
specimen up to 100% and 94%, respectively, by 5 spec-
imens. There was no difference between tetraploid and
non-tetraploid aneuploid tumors.

Grade III and DNA non-tetraploid aneuploidy are
known to be signs of high tumor aggressiveness and
poor prognosis. Therefore, the results from the histo-
pathological evaluation and the measurement of DNA
ploidy were combined and the probability to detect a
highly aggressive tumor (grade III and/or non-DNA
tetraploid aneuploidy) by one of the both methods
was studied (Fig. 10). By combining tumor grade with
DNA ploidy, the probability to detect a highly aggres-
sive tumor increased from about 40% to about 70%
already when one specimen was studied and to about
90% for two specimens studied.

The probability of correct determination of tu-
mor grade, DNA-tetraploidy or non-tetraploid DNA-
aneuploidy by increasing the number of specimens
could be calculated according to the model of binomial
distribution. The observed probability did almost per-
fectly fit the calculated results for the grade II (p =
0.03,r2 = 0.82), grade III (p = 0.003,r2 = 0.97),
tetraploid (p = 0.02,r2 = 0.88) and non-tetraploid
aneuploid (p = 0.009,r2 = 0.92) tumors, respectively.
The observed results in relation to the calculated ones
for the grade III and/or the non-tetraploid aneuploid tu-
mors did almost reach significance (p = 0.07,r2 =
0.73).

4. Discussion

Prostate carcinoma is known to harbor variable his-
tological and cytological patterns within one and the
same tumor area or different parts of a multifocal tu-
mor. The heterogeneity of the architectural glandular
pattern has been combined by Gleason in his scor-
ing sum system [14,15]. Gleason found two or more
architectural patterns in more than half of the can-
cers studied [15]. The Böcking grading system used
in this study combines histological growth patterns
with nuclear anaplasia, and the highest grade is rou-
tinely recorded to define the degree of malignancy
of a tumor [6]. Morphological tumor heterogeneity
was found in 54% of the 39 carcinomas studied in
our investigation, based on the evaluation of the five
randomly selected areas from earlier identified tumor
parts.

Heterogeneity of DNA ploidy has been described
by various authors [16,22,23,28,37,43]. Depending on
the number of samples studied, and the criteria used
to define DNA ploidy categories (diploid, non-diploid;
diploid, tetraploid, non-tetraploid aneuploid), hetero-
geneity of the DNA patterns varied between about 4%
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Fig. 6. DNA histograms of a tetraploid tumor as measured by FCM (A) and fluorescence image cytometry (B). The diploid parts of the DNA
histograms measured by flow cytometry contain both tumor and normal cells, while those measured by fluorescence image cytometry contain
only tumor cells.1: pooled remaining cell material;2–6: randomly selected specimens.
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Table 2

Proportion of diploid tumor cells in relation to DNA ploidy and histopathologic grade (n = number)

Tumor grade/ Grade II Grade III Total

DNA ploidy n Median (rang) n Median (rang) n Median (rang)

Tetraploid 20 21.7 (1.0–79) 46 12.0 (0.5–77) 66 16.2 (0.5–79)

Aneuploid 7 6.5 (0.5–34) 24 11.7 (0–49) 31 10.0 (0–49)

Total 27 21.0 (0.5–79) 70 12.0 (0–77) 97 13.6 (0–79)

Fig. 7. Percentage of DNA diploid tumor cells in tetraploid and non-tetraploid aneuploid specimens in relation to the percentage of S+ G2/M
cells of the non-diploid tumor samples. Best fit by a reciprocal regression line is shown (Y = 8.13e−0.036X , r = 0.57,p < 0.001).

Fig. 8. Probability of correct estimation of tumor grade when five random specimens from 39 tumors were studied. The overall primary evaluation
was taken as standard (=100%).

and 40% [16,22,23,28,37,43]. We discriminated be-
tween diploid, tetraploid and non-tetraploid aneuploid
and found a heterogeneity of 50% for five speci-
mens studied from each tumor. The size of the spec-
imens was similar to that of core biopsies, but there
was no difficulty in analyzing these small specimens
although the low cell number in some cases ham-

pered estimation of the S-phase fraction. When DNA-
FICM was used with a resolution of measurement
not equally good as in DNA-FCM, heterogeneity was
found in 42%.

In the pretreatment evaluation of prostate carcino-
mas, tumor heterogeneity is a clear challenge and prob-
ably the major reason for undergrading needle biopsy
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Fig. 9. Probability of correct estimation of DNA tetraploidy and non-tetraploid aneuploidy when five random specimens were studied. The results
of the pooled cell material from 11 tetraploid and 17 non-tetraploid aneuploid tumors were used as standard (=100%).

Fig. 10. Probability of correct estimation of highly aggressive tumors (Grade III and non-tetraploid aneuploidy, respectively). One to five random
specimens from 19 Grade III and/or non-tetraploid aneuploid tumors were studied. A shows the results from simultaneous measurement by both
methods. B and C show the results when tumor grade and ploidy were studied separately.

specimens [8]. Undergrading by needle biopsy spec-
imens has been reported in 40% in large series of
matched prostatectomy specimens, and in a higher fre-
quency in low grade than in high grade tumors and in-
versely related to the tumor burden [8,9,13].

In our study in which five randomly selected tu-
mor specimens were compared with the overall pri-
mary histopathlogical evaluation, the probability of de-
tecting the highest grade by one biopsy was not better
than about 50% irrespective the highest tumor grade
was of grade II or III. The probability of detecting
DNA tetraploid or non-tetraploid aneuploid cell pop-

ulations in one of 5 biopsies was neither more than
50%. The same frequencies of tumor heterogeneity
found by both methods support the validity of the re-
sults.

By increasing the number of biopsies, the pretreat-
ment accuracy increased. But still for three biopsies
the probability of detecting the highest tumor grade or
non-diploid DNA ploidy was no more than 80%. By
far more effective to detect highly aggressive tumors
is to combine different methods in a prognostic index.
Here we combined DNA aneuploidy as a high risk fac-
tor with grade III as the other well known high risk
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factor which resulted in an increase of the predictive
value of each of the methods from about 40% to 70%
when one specimen was studied by both methods. In
this context we assumed independency of tumor grade
and DNA-ploidy. This, however, may not be true which
is also indicated by our data, since the observed prob-
ability of the correct detection of a grade III and/or a
non-tetraploid aneuploid tumor by increasing the num-
ber of specimens was not as high as the theoretically
calculated probability. Other parameters discussed to
be included in a multiple prognostic pretreatment in-
dex are, in addition to tumor grade, serum PSA level,
the estimation of the tumor extension by multiple core
biopsies, the volume of the ultrasonographic hypoe-
choic lesion and gland volume [17,26].

Based on DNA ploidy measurements, morphologi-
cally defined tumor could further be subdivided. This
was particularly true for the group of moderately dif-
ferentiated tumors with diploid, tetraploid and non-
tetraploid aneuploid DNA ploidy variants.

In our flow cytometric study we included the anal-
ysis of the cell cycle composition. The prognostic sig-
nificance of the size of S-phase fraction as measured by
FCM in prostate tissue has been described by several
authors [29,34,39,41]. The generally low values of the
S-phase fraction, but still significantly higher values in
aneuploid than diploid prostate carcinomas found in
this study, were in good agreement with our earlier ex-
perience [29]. Both DNA diploid and non-diploid tu-
mors can be further subdivided according to the size of
their S-phase fractions. Notably, high S-phase fractions
were seen in grade III diploid lesions, not different
from those of tetraploid and non-tetraploid aneuploid
lesions. The fraction of S-phase cells, other markers of
cell proliferation such as the Ki67 labeling index, or
factors involved in the regulation of cell proliferation
such as the expression of thep53gene or cyclins may
in future be included into tests of a multiple prognostic
pretreatment index [2,7,19,24,38,40].

In addition to the tumor heterogeneity discussed
here and characterized by differences in the morpho-
logical appearance or DNA ploidy patterns of the var-
ious specimens, the coexistence of diploid tumor cells
in tetraploid or non-tetraploid aneuploid tumors is an-
other form of tumor heterogeneity hitherto generally
not recognized or discussed in this context. The pro-
portions of diploid tumor cells, 21% and 12% in grade
II and grade III tumors, respectively, were about the
same as found previously in another study of prostate
carcinoma [42]. A new observation is the decrease in
the proportion of diploid tumor cells with increase in

the percentage of S-phase and G2/M cells of the ane-
uploid part of the tumor. Non-diploid grade III tumors
have usually a higher proportion of S-phase cells than
non-diploid grade II tumors. Therefore, a lower frac-
tion of diploid tumor cells in grade III compared with
that in grade II tumors further supports the signifi-
cance of proliferation for the size of the diploid tumor
part.

DNA diploid tumor cells in aneuploid tumors are
expected when it is assumed that the development
of prostate carcinoma starts with an initially near-
diploid tumor, which is subsequently transformed into
a tetraploid tumor and finally, by loss or gain of
chromosomes, into a non-tetraploid aneuploid tumor.
A compartment model for development of prostate
carcinoma has been earlier suggested on the basis of
DNA-ploidy measurements in a large number of pa-
tients with newly detected prostate carcinomas of dif-
ferent stages and grades [35].

The biological significance of the coexistence of
diploid tumor cells in aneuploid tumors is unknown.
Disturbance of the balance between the diploid and
aneuploid tumor cell populations, for example in the
course of hormonal manipulation, may result in growth
advantage of the aneuploid tumor part.

In conclusion, tumor heterogeneity in prostate car-
cinoma can be found by histopathological evaluation,
measurements of DNA ploidy or S-phase fraction in
biopsies from various tumor foci or within one tumor
biopsy. By increasing the number of biopsies, the prob-
ability of detecting the most malignant tumor part in-
creases. However, most effective are simultaneous de-
terminations of tumor grade and DNA ploidy. This is
particularly true in the clinical situation in which not
all biopsies necessarily contain tumor tissue.
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